Identification and mapping of cleistogamy genes in barley.
Cleistogamy is a closed type of flowering with ensured self-pollination and an important trait to study evolutionary development in flower organs, reproduction systems, gene flow, and disease control. Still, very limited information is available about the genetic control and regulatory mechanism of this trait in barley. In this work, from the eight crosses between cleistogamous and chasmogamous accessions, five crosses generated chasmogamous F1 plants and their F2 plants segregated as 3 chasmogamous:1 cleistogamous, whereas three crosses generated cleistogamous F1 plants, and their F2 plants segregated as 1 chasmogamous:3 cleistogamous. Although a single gene was responsible for the control of cleistogamy in these two groups of crosses, the direction of dominance was opposite, suggesting two genes, cly1 and Cly2, for the genetic control of cleistogamy in barley. Epistatic type of gene interaction between the two loci was detected. In the analysis of 99 recombinant inbred lines of 'Azumamugi' x 'Kanto Nakate Gold' and doubled haploid lines of 'Harrington' x 'Mikamo Golden', where in both crosses F1 was chasmogamous, the cly1 locus has been mapped on chromosome 2HL. Using the analysis of the F2 population of 'Misato Golden' and 'Satsuki Nijo' where F1 was cleistogamous, the Cly2 locus was mapped in the same region of chromosome 2HL. Because the cly1 and Cly2 loci were mapped in the same region in these three different mapping populations, it was concluded that the expression of cleistogamy is under the control of two tightly linked genes or different alleles of the same gene.